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P
ricing is one of a company’s most important and perhaps 
most neglected strategic resources. However, decisions 
on pricing need to be considered as the utilization of vi-
tal corporate assets. It is imperative that a manufacturer 

have an integrated, well planned pricing policy that penetrates all 
levels of their distribution channel. When a manufacturer does 
not have a clear, current, executable, and logical pricing strategy 
it leaves to chance and market forces the fate of its brand and 
its future.1

Pricing is often one of the most complex and contentious deci-
sions facing a company. It often creates conflict between various 
divisions within a company. It is also one area of business research 
that is often overlooked by both managers and academicians, 
even though it is the only element of marketing that is directly 
related to revenues and profit. 

Pricing decisions in a company are often left to mathematicians 
who have derived complicated formulas. In many cases these 
mathematicians are more concentrated on producing a certain 
margin over what a product costs 
than with determining the product’s 
actual value in the marketplace. The 
reason for studying and manipulat-
ing price should be to maximize value 
and profit.2 

If the goal of pricing is to maximize 
value and profit, the cost of the prod-
uct is not the starting point in a pric-
ing strategy. The starting point is de-
termining what a customer is willing 
to pay. Cost becomes a factor once 
market value has been determined. The 
goal is always to maximize profit; cost 
therefore is always a factor. But once 
market value has been determined, 
then cost may be affected by what the 
market demands. 

It is possible that a manufacturer needs to raise or lower its cost 
based on what the customer wants. A customer may demand ad-
ditional quality or service requiring a higher cost and selling price. 
Or, the customer may desire a lower quality or service requiring 
a manufacturer to cut their cost in order to reach the customer's 
price demands and still maximize profit.2

Looking at the graph below, most customers’ “wants” lay some-
where on the Price/quality continuum. The higher the levels of 
quality and service they demand, the more they are willing to 
pay. 

If the customers’ “wants” lie at point C on the chart below, the 
company may need to raise their costs in order to provide that 
level of quality and/or service. However, if the customers’ “wants” 
lie at point B, the company may need to reduce their costs with 
a resulting drop in quality and/or service in order to maximize 
profit. Finally, if the customers’ “wants” lie at point A, the com-
pany may need to produce a new product or look at an alterna-
tive business model. 

Pricing Policy: A Tool to Implement Corporate 

In many cases, in order to achieve their long tern vision, a manufac-
turer needs to coordinate their trade promotional policies (cost) and 
retail pricing policies (price) into a cohesive effort. To develop these 
two strategies in isolation is to not fully utilize the cost-price arsenal. 
An excellent example is the implementation of discounts, promotions 

-

C. Maddux examines several of these promotions tactics and gives in-
sight into how and why they can be counterproductive to revenue and 
growth goals. 
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Pricing Promotions
Given that a manufacturer wants to maximize profit, why would
they implement promotional pricing? Manufacturers use a num-
ber of pricing tools either to implement corporate strategy or re-
act to market pressures. Among these tools are trade promotions,
trade discounts, special discounts, volume discounts, suggested
retail price, minimum advertised retail price, and minimum al-
lowable retail price. In many cases, the reason why a manufac-
turer either did or would implement one or more of these tactics
is not fully understood, long forgotten, or both, by the people in
the company responsible for strategic management.

Exactly what is considered a “promotion” in today’s market place
often is unclear. For the purpose of this discussion, a promotion
will be any additional discount off a manufacturers’ “true” sell-
ing price (MTSP) to its primary retailers. Many manufacturers
have numerous discount schedules and often play games with
different discount structures and price lists. Manufacturers have
wholesale price lists, distributor price lists, stocking dealer price
lists, non stocking dealer price lists and more.

In this discussion, what we are referring to when we discuss the
manufacturers’ “true” selling price to its primary retailers is that
price which the majority of retailers receive on a consistent basis.
For example, if a manufacturer has a “wholesale price list” and
90% of the retailers in the market receive 20% off the wholesale
price list as a standard procedure, then 20% off is not considered a
promotion. It is considered the manufacturers’ “true” selling price
(MTSP) to its primary retailers. If 15% of the retailers receive 25%
off for some qualifying reason, then that additional discount is
considered the promotional discount. In ad-
dition, any discount or rebate that a reseller
receives that is a factor of their purchases will
be considered a promotion.

It is important to understand why a manu-
facturer would want to have a promotional
price. All manufacturers try to maximize
net profit. It is therefore imperative to find
the correct balance between price and quan-
tity. Why would a manufacturer not just set
what they believe is the optimum price and
attempt to maximize profit dollars? Most of
the reasons usually concern competition and
market forces.

The following are two of the key reasons why
manufacturers offer trade discounts and pro-
motions:4

Capture maximum retailer inventory dol-
lars: Most retailers have a certain amount of

cash flow that is usually moderately fixed by their business activ-
ity. As the business grows or shrinks, this amount may vary, but
for most typical retailers it is a fairly stable and constant variable.
It is therefore in the manufacturer’s best interest to try to capture
as much of a retailer’s total inventory dollars as possible. One key
objective is to deny those dollars being spent with a competing
manufacturer.

Capture maximum retailer inventory shelf space: As with in-
ventory dollars, most retailers have a limited amount of space to
store and display inventory. Capturing limited storage and display
space can be of vital importance to a manufacturer. Consumers
often purchase items they see or that are available at the moment.
If a product is not on the shelf, in the line of sight or immediately
available consumers are much less likely to buy it. Shelf space
therefore becomes a high priority for many manufacturers, and
the more visible the space the greater its importance. Therefore,
manufacturers offer discounts and programs to capture a promi-
nent place on the shelf.3

Types of Discounts and Promotions
Over the last twenty years manufacturers have created a number
of types of discounts. Many of these discounts were developed in
reaction to some type of market or competitive force. Regardless
of the type of discount program, the two reasons stated above
still appear to be the main intentions for having a discount or
promotional program.

The numerous discount structures and types of promotion in use
today can divided into the following nine basic types:

Strategy or a Reaction to Market Pressure
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1. Quantity – Discount Schedules

A discount based on a quantity purchased is perhaps one of the
oldest forms of promotional discounts and one of the earliest at-tt
tempts of manufacturers to affect channel-coordination issues.3

Basically these schedules reward retailers who buy greater quanti-
ties of inventory. Either through “quantity over time” or through
“specific order size” a retailer is rewarded for buying specific quan-
tities of inventory. There are also some circumstances in which
a retailer can “double dip” on these promotions and purchase
products with both types of discounts in effect.

It is evident that some manufacturers did not understand the
long term consequences of these types of programs when they
put them into effect. At first glance, it would appear logical to
reward resellers with greater discounts the more inventory they
purchased. This would certainly seem to be an excellent method

to gain retailer loyalty. However, in the absence of some type of
retail price structure, which in many cases is illegal, this will also
allow the strong reseller to get stronger and the weak to perish.

Furthermore, some manufacturers, when they implemented these
discount programs, may not have realized that they were creat-
ing a situation that would allow for the growth of one regional
retailer that was able to control the market and sometimes control
the manufacturer. So how can this situation also affect consumer
welfare? In a market with a large number of retailers of different
sizes and strengths, a larger retailer, with multiple locations, can
afford to function at a break-even or in a loss situation, in one
location, for a sufficient period of time that could cause a smaller
retailer to become insolvent. Once competition has been reduced
or eliminated, the large firm is free to raise its price to a level
higher than was currently in the market, or a level that might be
controlled by a manufacturer’s Retail Price Maintenance (RPM)
agreement. Thus the manufacturer’s discount structure, absence
of RPM has allowed for the elimination of competition and the
lowering of overall consumer welfare.5, 6

2. Time Sensitive Promotions (Push certain products at 
certain times)

Many manufacturers have products that sell best during certain
times of the year. A manufacturer wants to make sure that the
right mix of products is on the limited shelf space at the correct
selling time. Therefore they often offer special promotions on the
items that they want sold during these times, e.g. grass seed or

deck stain at the beginning of summer.

3. New Customer/Growth Promotion

Many manufacturers offer some type of promotional buy for a re-
tailer who is new to their line of products or to a current customer
who wants to add an additional location. Most manufacturers
want to grow through new outlets. In order to assist a retailer in
opening an additional outlet or to entice a retailer to add their
products or replace a competitor’s products, an enticement in the
form of a promotion is often given.

4. New Product Promotion

When a manufacturer introduces a new product it is impera-
tive to have those products displayed and promoted. Therefore
manufacturers often offer promotional buys around the intro-
duction of a new product line. These promotions may have cer-rr
tain stipulations that require the reseller to participate in certain
marketing activities. The level of involvement in the marketing
ctivity by the reseller may affect the level of promotion from
he manufacturer.

. Reward for Compliance/Loyalty Discounts

A more recent phenomenon in today’s business environment is
he advent of manufacturer compliance programs. Today manu-
acturers are frequently trying to attract new customers and im-
rove customer loyalty by offering a better buying experience.

Many manufacturers sell to independently-owned retailers and
ften have no direct control over the way these resellers conduct

business. Therefore they need to influence certain behaviors
through monetary rewards. These types of programs can involve
many diverse elements including store appearance and set up,
personnel staffing levels and training, inventory mix and stock
levels. They may also influence advertising programs and even
the way the businesses operate concerning ethical practices. In
addition, loyalty discounts are often included as part of a com-
pliance program.

6. Segment Driven Promotions

Many companies face markets with a number of distinct and
separate consumer segments in which willingness to pay for a
product or service (price elasticity) differs greatly. In simple terms,
one group of buyers is willing to pay more for a product or ser-rr
vice than another group. In order to receive full value for their
product from each segment, a company needs to find ways to
segment, market, and price to these groups in diverse ways. For
instance, the Wall Street Journal sells at one price to a standard
household, perhaps a 70% discount to a college student, and a
100% discount to a college professor.

Segment driven promotions become more difficult when a com-
pany sells its product through resellers. Manufacturers are often
faced with trying to pass a promotion to the targeted end user
without passing additional discount to the reseller. When the
discount is given to the reseller, it can be difficult to prevent the
reseller from passing that discount to all segments instead of only
to the particular segment the discount is intended to reach. These
types of promotions are often referred to as price tailoring, and

Many manufacturers have products 
that sell best during certain times 

to make sure that the right mix of 
products is on the limited shelf space 
at the correct selling time.
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could perhaps be considered price discrimination.

In order to implement profitable segment driven promotions, the
following three elements must exist:

• The different segments must have clear, definable boundaries.

• There must be a true willingness on the part of the segments
to pay different prices.

• Finally the cost of implementing the program must be less
than the sales increase received.7

7. Spiffs as Promotions 

Manufacturers are beginning to realize that there are many fac-
tors, other than the power of their brand, that affect consumer
preference. Consumers can be swayed by many factors, one of
which is the recommendation of a professional. To the degree that
reseller store personnel are seen as experts in a particular field
they can have a strong influ-
ence on brand preference.
Often brand preference
can be shifted or modified
by store personnel. Many
manufacturers understand
this “personnel modified
preference” for brand selec-
tion and work hard to make
sure retail store personnel
are adequately trained on
the merits and features of
their products. However,
some manufactures, under
special circumstances, pay
bonuses, usually referred to
as “spiffs,” directly to store
personnel for selling their
products. These spiffs have
proven to be effective in influencing reseller staff to recommend
one product over another

8. Year End “Make the Number” Promotions

What happens when the sales department is in charge of year
end promotions? Often year end bonuses are linked to total sales
for the year. When those sales are short of goals there are often
last minute efforts to make these goals. Ad hoc promotions de-
signed to make year end numbers can be the least effective and
most costly promotions utilized. Usually these types of promo-
tions do not increase yearly demand, but only move demand for
one period to the next.

Experience has shown that in many cases the timing of a pur-
chase by a retailer may be affected by a promotion, but the overall
yearly purchases are not affected, creating a periodic but un-sus-
tained peak in sales. These periodic swings in sales, production
and inventory level are known as the “bullwhip effect”.1 What
makes this particularly costly to manufacturers is that this peak
demand often causes increased production cost on goods that are
selling at a significant discount.

9. Promotions as a Tool to Reduce Manufacturing Cost

In many cases it actually costs a manufacturer more to generate
products during a special promotion phase than it does to make
them during normal demand times. Therefore a manufacturer’s
profits can be hit particularly hard during some promotional
periods.1 They take a reduction in their normal gross profit and
their variable costs to produce the goods increases in order to
meet increased demand. Meeting demand during promotional
periods can involve overtime, increased warehousing and shipping
costs, and even increases in the price of raw materials needing
to be expedited. It is definitely in a manufacturer’s best interest
to try to schedule and plan demand periods. In an attempt to
accomplish this, some manufacturers have built programs that
reward “planned growth.”

7

It may be surprising the number of companies that use a variety
of promotions and discounts to accomplish a combination of

the goals mentioned above
and never stop to measure
if their actions are actu-
ally effective in increasing
the bottom line. When es-
tablishing pricing actions,
many companies need to
stop and understand the
price elasticity of their prod-
ucts. Price elasticity is the
most common gauge in use
in determining responsive-
ness to price changes. Un-
derstanding that quantity
purchased is a function of
price charged is the basic
tenant of price elasticity.
Most business managers do
not have a problem under-

standing price elasticity in a qualitative sense. If we drop or raise
prices do we expect demand to go up, hold steady or plummet?
The greatest difficulty is trying to quantify what effect our price
changes or promotions will have on demand.6

In simple terms, price elasticity is the ratio of percentages that
expresses the responsiveness of demand to a small change in price.
Price elasticity can be divided into two major demand functions.
These two demand functions are referred to as linear and con-
stant. In the first case of a linear demand function, the slope is
constant but the elasticity is not. Slope is the change in quantity
when price changes slightly. Elasticity is the percentage change
in quantity caused by a small percentage change in price. For a
linear demand curve, the percentage change in quantity (elastic-
ity) changes with price. 7

The second case of a constant demand function describes a de-
mand curve with a constantly changing slope. The demand con-
ditions in this scenario are the opposite of the linear demand
curve. The slope changes at every point while the elasticity re-
mains constant. A constant elasticity demand curve assumes that
a small percentage change in price will cause the same percentage
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change in quantity. The value of the initial price is unimportant.
The rate of change in quantity versus price is equal to a constant
throughout the curve. This constant which is expressed as a ratio
of percentages, is the elasticity.7

For the purpose of quantification, price promotions can be di-
vided into two broad categories;

• Temporary price reduction

• Permanent features of pricing structures

In order to quantify the value of temporary price promotions it is
valuable to divide sales metrics into two key components: baseline
and incremental. A company’s baseline sales are those sales that
would have been achieved in absence of any promotion or pricing
action. A company’s incremental sales are those additional sales
caused by any such action. The incremental sales increase is also
referred to as the “lift” associated with the promotion.

It is important to note that
time plays a vital element in
analysis of incremental sales.
If a company only looks at its
baseline and incremental sales
in a narrow time frame there
may appear to be a significant
increase over baseline. How-ww
ever, if that same analysis is
stretched over a longer period,
it could show the incremental
sales increase over baseline to
be marginal or non-existent
with the decrease in price. For a complete understanding of mea-
suring pricing action please refer to chapters 7 and 8 of “Mar-rr
keting Metrics: 50+ Metrics Every Executive Should Know” by
Paul W. Farris et al.6

Many manufacturers have put into effect a patchwork series of
discounts and promotions that have evolved over the years in an
attempt to resolve some of the dilemmas created by their poorly
conceived mix of discounts and promotions. Often a new pro-
motion solves one problem, but creates another. Over time, pric-
ing and discount policies can become a mélange of special deals,
one off programs, and specific incentives that make it difficult
for business managers to understand or control their full effect.
In an attempt to clean the slate, some manufacturers are investi-
gating the merits of every day low prices (EDLP).

In fact, EDLP will level the playing field amongst retailers. As it
has been mentioned, the use of various buying promotions has
allowed larger retailers to become larger and stronger at the ex-xx
pense of smaller retailers. In addition EDLP will allow a manufac-
turer, to a greater degree, to establish a consistent manufacturing
schedule that does not have as many peak demand periods and
the associated costs of a group of promotional buys.1

EDLP probably will solve some of the ills that have been created
by inadequately planned discounts and promotions that have
been implemented over the years. However, when you remember

the two key reasons why discounts and promotions were imple-
mented in the first place, which are to gain more inventory dol-
lars and gain more inventory shelf space, will an EDLP program
create a situation in which a manufacturer is losing either of these
two vital elements? Just as promotions have created many issues
that were not foreseen or expected, one can predict that a fully
implemented EDLP will also have some long term unforeseen
and unexpected consequences.1

Before launching an EDLP program a strategic manager must
consider the functions that current promotions are designed to
perform. This analysis must consider the effect on subsequent
order cycles as well competitive and channel reactions. A care-
fully constructed “modified” EDLP that includes discounts and
promotions built around structured and planned long term goals
may be the answer for some manufacturers.

Manufacturers have used promotional policy in an attempt to
solve myriad distribution
and retailer issues. They have
also tried to use promotion-
al policies in an attempt to
control downstream prices
that resellers charge to their
consumers. However, these
strategies often do not have
the desired effect because
the manufacturer has had
little or no control over
prices actually charged to
the end user/purchaser by
the reseller.

Manufacturers have also attempted to affect downstream prices
on their products using a number of retail pricing tools. One of
these tools is Minimum Advertised Price (MAP) which forbids a
reseller from advertising a manufacturer’s product on sale below
a certain minimum price. Any MAP policy is as effective as the
resolve of the manufacturer to enforce it. Some manufacturers
have taken strong stands when dealing with violators of MAP
policies. Others have turned a blind eye and their policy is more
propaganda then regulation.

Another retail pricing tool that is often employed is manufacturer’s
Suggested Retail Price (SRP). Many manufacturers have published
lists of prices which they use to recommend prices to resellers who
are selling their products to retail customers. These prices can be an
actual attempt by manufacturers to establish a value level for their
products. But in reality these efforts are often ignored by the resell-
ers who are under no obligation to utilize them and manufacturers
have no power to enforce them.

A few courageous manufacturers have in fact implemented Manda-aa
tory Retail Pricing (MRP) under the Colgate Doctrine, a Supreme
Court ruling that allows a manufacturer to enforce a mandatory
retail pricing schedule, but only if it is an all or nothing proposition.
However, it is a decision fraught with possible negative legal side ef-ff
fects and implementation difficulties.5

Until recently, attempts by manufacturers to implement any true

Until recently, attempts by manufacturers 

been met by the courts as automatic 
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Retail Price Maintenance (RPM) agreements have been met by the
courts as automatic violations of current antitrust laws. A RPM
agreement is basically a manufacturer’s requirement that down-
stream distribution conform to a set of minimum or maximum
prices. Price maintenance agreements usually involve contracts that
are enforceable through a set of consequences by the manufacturer
if they are violated.

A recent United States Supreme Court ruling has cracked the door
open slightly for manufacturers to consider using RPM agreements.
However there is still an opportunity for legal action against manu-
facturers by the state courts. In the recent Supreme Court case, it
was argued that RPM prices particularly affected high tech, infor-
mation-intensive consumer durables. There are also ample examples
to illustrate its effect on products that are considered commodities.
In many product lines, however, there is a group of consumers that
will benefit from higher prices on commodity type items because
of the inherent needs of the customer, not the just the differentia-
tion of the product. 5,6

In a number of market situations, involving differentiated prod-
ucts, including brand names, RPM can actually serve to enhance
consumer welfare. This happens when “retail service” becomes a
fundamental element in the buying decision as opposed to price
being the primary factor. Retail Service is broadly defined as the
numerous elements that are a part of the decision and satisfaction
fundamentals of a completed transaction. This may include more
modern equipment, enhanced displays, product-specific informa-
tion, improved store hours and locations, retailer certification,
additional and superior trained customer service personnel, suf-
ficient inventory, post sale satisfaction, and the list goes on.

The salient argument against Retail Price Maintenance is that it
would be logical that retailers who provide these services would at-
tract customers who desire them and Retail Price Maintenance would
not be necessary. However this does not happen when a premium
service retailer tempts an inferior service provider whose primary sell-
ing technique is price competition, to become what the court refers
to as a “free rider.” A “free rider” is a retailer who takes advantage of
another company’s assets and steals the customer on price alone. This
becomes a vital factor when that customer could not have made the
buying decision without the premium service provider.5

As discussed earlier, another way that RPM will secure long term
overall consumer welfare is that it protects the small retailer from
the regional or national entities that have the potential to lower their
prices in one market in order to drive smaller competition out of
business. A larger retailer can afford to work in a loss situation for a
sufficient period of time that could cause a smaller retailer to become
insolvent. Once competition has been reduced or eliminated, the
large firm is free to raise its price to a level higher then was currently
in the market, or a level that might be controlled by RPM. Thus the
absence of RPM has allowed for the elimination of competition and
the lowering of overall consumer welfare.

There is another factor at play here. It is one that allows certain
manufacturers to be able to pick and choose in which markets they
will compete purely on price and which markets they will com-
pete on service. Some manufacturers that also have completely
vertically integrated retail operations, who only sell through their
own stores, can select which markets and customers they will sell

products to based on price alone and in which markets they will
choose to sell service. To the degree that customer segmentation
can be fined tuned so that a manufacturer knows where their
“service oriented customers” reside, it can be argued that a verti-
cally integrated manufacturer has a marked advantage over one
that relies on second step distribution.

The current question now is what does the future hold for retail price
maintenance agreements? Will the Supreme Court decision produce
radical change in manufacturers pricing policies? Will manufacturer
begin to exercise more courage in developing pricing and promotion
policies that work to achieve their long term business goals?

In many cases, in order to achieve their long tern vision, a manu-
facturer needs to coordinate their trade promotional policies (cost)
and retail pricing policies (price) into a coordinated effort. To de-
velop these two strategies in isolation is to not fully utilize the cost-
price arsenal. Company leaders may have to review who, within
their organization, makes the decisions on reseller cost and retail
price issues.

In cases where these strategic decisions are made in isolation
from each other it cannot possible yield an optimum solution. If
the marketing department is making all decisions on the cost at
which products are being sold to resellers and the sales depart-
ment is making the decision on retail pricing schedules, one can
not expect a coordinated perspective that will most effectively
support long term corporate strategy. Recent Supreme Court rul-
ings (Leegin Creative Leather Products, Inc. v. PSKS, Inc, dba
KAY’s KLOSETS...KAY’S SHOES) 8 have definitely opened the
door for manufacturers to have greater flexibility in coordinat-
ing those efforts.

A fully developed Cost-Price strategy is of greater importance for
a manufacturer whose strategic direction is to be a premium ser-
vice provider as opposed to a low cost leader. According to Z John
Zhang, a Wharton marketing professor, “Previous legal treatment
of retail price maintenance meant that specialty stores had dimin-
ishing incentive to offer informational and other services, since
consumers were likely to purchase goods at discounters after tap-
ping specialty stores for data about the goods,” he says. “Now, with
fewer obstacles to retail price maintenance, more retailers may be
encouraged to provide service.” 9 It is now up to manufacturers to
have the vision and courage to move in this direction if they want
to establish their brands as premium, and exemplary service is a
key element to that brand offering.

Note:
A special thanks to Dr. Paul Farris (Landmark Communications
Professor of Business Administration, University of Virginia, Darden
School) for all of his help and guidance in my academic pursuits.
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